
ACE-HUB

Connect and 
Communicate 
with Carriers

The ability for real time quoting, rating, binding and communication between carriers and their distribution 
partners has become paramount to success in today’s market.

Dyad’s ACE-HUB is a proprietary, cloud-based single connection point for multi-carrier data exchange that 
connects carrier markets to their distribution partners via API for quoting, binding, issuance, and retrieving 
latest version of quote. ACE-HUB’s communication protocol enables MGAs and wholesalers to enter minimal 
information and immediately get back:

   Accurate, real-time rates for any line of business

   Updated mandatory and optional forms

    Minimum premium details by class and coverage level

   Underwriting guidelines and rules

   Messages specific to the request and delegated authority, such as bind, submit, or refer to underwriting

Benefits of using ACE-HUB
MGAs and wholesalers no longer have to enter data into multiple carrier systems. ACE-HUB lets you 
enter data into your own system and feed it to all your carriers instantly. MGAs and wholesalers 
no longer need to worry about receiving the most up-to-date rates, forms, or guidelines. ACE-HUB 
brings the latest data to your fingertips. Access also can be extended to your retail agents on a 
custom-built portal.

The opportunities to adapt ACE-HUB to fetch additional types of data are limitless. For example, 
add-on functionality includes additional or optional coverages, additional lines of property and 
casualty business, loss runs, quote, bind, and issue policies, and claim details. 

Come discover how Dyad’s ACE-HUB can make a difference for you in delivering the right data  
on demand.

ABOUT US
Dyad delivers software and services that simplify insurance processing and distribution. We have redefined 
insurance technology by continuously improving our solutions, ensuring our customers can focus on growing 
and evolving their business, delivering superior customer service, and implementing insightful business 
management. Retail agencies, wholesalers, agency networks, program administrators, MGAs, and carriers 
benefit from our solutions.  

For more information about Dyad, go to dyadtech.com. 


